Effects of cold shock treatment on lampbrush chromosomes of amphibian oocytes.
When females of the newt Pleurodeles waltl, normally raised in our laboratory at 20 degrees C, were placed in 8 degrees C water for several days, striking modifications occurred in the structure of oocyte lampbrush chromosomes: numerous normal-type lateral loops were partially reduced in size and number, while hyperdeveloped loops of a new morphological type occurred at constant, reproducible loci. However, induction of these cold loops apparently was not accompanied by preferential RNA synthesis at their levels. Cold loops resulted from the decompaction of specific landmarks, the granular loops. Autoradiography revealed a significant drop in lampbrush chromosome transcriptional activity at 8 degrees C. Both structural and transcriptional modifications were fully reversible when oocytes were returned to normal temperature. These modifications are discussed in relation to processes which could determine the morphological appearance of landmark loops.